as FLOWER (s, 1993), a deal with exam-
ears, sound stiffts. Here each stinky
stiff. Cover the stiffs. Here. Cover the
stiffs.

**SOME NEW PALINDROMES**

JOHN E. CONNETT
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A million in oil: Lima
A pup, Suh, came. Let Noel live, Neville, on Telemachus' pupa
Anita got a toga, Tina
Anna, can Ira stab a tsarina? Canna'
Are we, Nan, in a new era?
Bey, I love Melba (I rave). Variable me, Olive B.
Blast! It was in arid Iran I saw titts, Alb
Cale, do youdel a C
Camel, do one more Rome noodle, Mac
Cram stats, Marc
Da, stork late. We talk rot. Sad!
Dan - 0, gag! A gonad
Did I, Tip, smell Lem's pit? I did
Dip is nice; sec, insipid
Do can a cod
Do track a K car, Tod
Don't nod
Doremus said, namely, 'Xylem', and, I assume, 'Rod'
Eh, cat? Tacit Sid a sadistic attacke?
Elbert, strafe here, ere he farts treble
Elk 'n' I tinkle
Elk cackle
Enid and Nadine...
Eton cyst? Ugh! Sack no monk; cash gutsy C-note
Eva, can I cram Marc in a cave?
Eva, hew a knot: Tonka we have
Eva, rip its tip (I rave)
Ferd 'n' Al sign it; Ron's a snorting island ref
Food, a lass, salad: oof!
Gift: a fat fig
He - he's on Sarah O'Hara's nose? Heh!
Her oval fail in a vanilla flavor, eh?
Her, eh? Color a Carol ocher, eh?
Hey, Hotel Big Giblet? Oh, yeh!
La-de-da (jaded Al)
Lana's irate tar is anal
Lee, nab an eel
Lem, no! See, Pa pees on Mel!
Lice, Cecil?
Ma has a ham
Ma rasps a ram
Ma, see Sam
Ma, damn a tan madam
Ma, jar a jam
DARRYL F. Sutton, Suh...

Dave M. suggested that a certain letter-value scheme be used to start and ABA(=)

Although in tackling the problem, one of Dave's lists of letter-values was used for this program, the lists were used

Although in exploring a certain interest, one list of letter-values was used at 249.

What's the trick?

To make a word, I have tried a word-weight scheme and a word-weight scheme and hyphenation scheme and one or more

01 a
02 aa
03 ba
04 baa
05 ad
06 cab
07 be
08 cad
09 dad
10 babe
11 fad
12 bead
13 had
14 am